
Scientists’ turn to win votes
Rather than bemoaning the loss of science-savvy politicians in last week's 
election, researchers in the UK should strive to make new friends.

As Nature goes to press, the United Kingdom’s general election 
of 6 May has still not produced a clear outcome. Although 
the right-leaning Conservative Party won the most seats in 

the parliament, they failed to capture the majority needed to form a 
government. In the coming days, the Conservatives or the incum-
bent Labour Party are likely to form a coalition with the left-leaning 
Liberal Democrats to govern the country. 

What seems clear, however, is that the next parliament will contain 
fewer scientifically savvy members than the current one. An analysis 
by London’s The Times newspaper shows that some 71 candidates with 
scientific backgrounds have been elected, down from 86 of the 650 
members in the last parliament. Among the defeated is Evan Harris, 
a Member of Parliament (MP) for the Liberal Democrats, who was 
considered by many to be the most articulate voice during the election 
for science and its importance in policy-making. 

Harris’s fate represents the dashed hopes of a small but vocal minor-
ity of scientists and policy-watchers who tried to shape research into 
a live campaign issue. In the aftermath of the election, The Times 
announced that it had been a “terrible night” for science, while New 
Scientist declared that “science is the loser”. 

In truth, the UK’s deep economic troubles meant that science was 
never likely to figure highly on the public’s agenda. This parliament 
will be filled with fresh faces, and it now falls on the scientific com-
munity to begin the important and urgent work of educating these 
new MPs on scientific issues. The case must be made to members of 
all three major parties that science is an important driver of Britain’s 
economy; that it can provide crucial solutions to major issues such 
as energy independence; and that it deserves strong support even 
during times of economic cutback. 

These arguments will hold more sway if they are cast in a non-par-
tisan light. In the United States science has enjoyed strong support 
from the left and right for years, in part because academic societies 
such as the American Association for the Advancement of Science 
have scrupulously worked with both major parties to ensure a broad 

understanding of the benefits of science.
In Britain, non-partisanship in the scientific establishment has 

been more fleeting. Since the then Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher 
imposed savage cuts to research in the 1980s, most academic sci-
entists have shied away from the Conservative Party. Much of the 
effort to build an understanding of science has focused on Labour 
politicians, through groups such as Scientists for Labour, which was 
formed in the 1990s because of a perceived lack of scientific expertise 
within the party.

Now is the time for such efforts to be extended to all parties. Unlike 
Thatcher’s party, the Conservatives of today have made supportive 
noises about science — even if most members lack a strong under-
standing of scientific issues. Non-partisan organizations such as 
the Campaign for Science and Engineering in the UK (CaSE) and 
the Royal Society are well placed to make a broad appeal to the new  
parliament. 

In the run-up to the election, CaSE 
encouraged all parties to make their 
positions on science known, and in its 
aftermath the organization must work 
to inform a new government’s science 
policies. The Royal Society, meanwhile, 
has a long-running programme matching scientists with MPs that 
could be particularly useful in educating new politicians. That pro-
gramme should be put into high gear while the society considers other 
ways to engage parliament. Other scientific societies should rally their 
memberships to get the word out to new parliamentarians about the 
value of science. A well orchestrated, non-partisan appeal early in the 
life of the parliament could leave a lasting impression.

And an early and enduring impression may be crucial to preserv-
ing Britain’s scientific enterprise. Faced with a soaring budget deficit, 
whoever forms the new government will have to impose deep cuts on 
public spending. Unless researchers act swiftly, science could end up 
at the front of the firing line. ■

Science subpoenaed
The University of Virginia should fight a witch-hunt 
by the state's attorney general.

Climate science is under scrutiny once again, this time over a 
modest half-a-million dollars — the collective sum of five fed-
eral and state grants being investigated by Kenneth Cuccinelli, 

a firebrand conservative who was elected late last year as attorney gen-
eral of Virginia. The grants had multiple recipients, but the official tar-
get of the probe is Michael Mann, an internationally respected climate 

scientist who was an investigator on all five grants while working at the 
University of Virginia in Charlottesville between 1999 and 2005. 

On 23 April, Cuccinelli filed what amounts to a subpoena ordering 
the University of Virginia to hand over, by 26 July, all available docu-
ments, computer code and data relating to Mann’s research on the 
five grants. He also demanded all correspondence, including e-mails 
— from 1999 to the present — between Mann, now at Pennsylvania 
State University in University Park, and dozens of climate scientists 
worldwide, as well as some climate sceptics. The order stated that 
Cuccinelli was investigating Mann’s possible violation of the 2002 
Virginia Fraud Against Taxpayers Act — although no evidence of 
wrongdoing was given to explain invoking the law, which is intended 

"Unless researchers 
act swiftly, science 
could end up at  
the front of the  
firing line."
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